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Chapter: 945

what!

Zhang Tianyi’s words also made the Bai Yi family a little confused.

They didn’t know how the genius doctor Zhang was the same as Lin

Fan, with such a big tone and so much confidence in Lin Fan.

This is simply incredible!

However, even with all the doubts in the family’s mind, they can only

stand up and follow Zhang Tianyi’s master and apprentice toward the

backyard.

Just a short moment!

Everyone in the entire courtyard has walked cleanly.

Here, only Bai Chen took the two bodyguards, Bai Wen, Baiwu, and…

Lin Fan.

Looking at Lin Fan, Bai Chen smiled fiercely and ferociously:

“The surname is Lin, next, it’s your end!” The end!

Looking at the confident white dust, the corners of Lin Fan’s mouth

could not help but show a playful arc:

“What do you want?”

How?

Baichen laugh more and more grim up, he gazed at Lin Fan said:

“That’s easy!”

“One, to pay out your new Pak Group, Two, you come forward, so

Zhang Lin geniuses and geniuses who went south with me Bai family,

treat our mistress, and work for my Bai family!”

“As for the third, if you break your legs, I can spare you and your

family!”

“How?”

After saying this, Bai Chen suddenly laughed frantically with Bai Wen

and Bai Wu.

Especially the two brothers Bai Wen and Bai Wu, looking at Lin Fan’s

eyes, full of resentment and madness:

“Hey…The surname is Lin, have you heard? How kind of our young

master, otherwise, it’s just you. If our brother’s face is broken, your

family will be annihilated!”

“Yes! If you can save a dog’s life, you should be grateful for the

compassion of our Master Bai Chen! Otherwise, you will definitely

die!”

Bai Wen and Bai Wu’s words were cruel and vicious.

Just heard this!

Lin Fan squinted his eyes slightly, and a hint of cold light burst into his

eyes instantly:

“If, I don’t agree!”

What!

disagree?

Hearing Lin Fan’s words, the three of Bai Chen seemed to have

expected it. The grinning smiles on their faces did not diminish in the

slightest:

“Hey…it doesn’t matter if you disagree! For a while, when we kill one

or two people, You will agree!”

“If we know it well, Xu Tianlong, Blood Rose, Master Dao, Master

Tiger, should be your four most profitable men in Jiangshi?”

Bai Chen’s eyes are dead. Staring at Lin Fan.

He wanted to know how Lin Fan would react when he said the names

of these four people.

really!

Bai Chen saw that after uttering the names of these four people, Lin

Fan’s expression instantly changed.

Become so gloomy!

“What did you do to them?” Lin Fan was full of anger, as if being

caught and hurting his feet.

And see this scene!

Bai Chen was in a good mood immediately.

The more angry Lin Fan is, the happier he will be:

“Hey… Don’t worry, our people will definitely greet your

subordinates!”

This sentence was just finished.

Hum! Hum! Hum!

Immediately, the four people in the courtyard heard the hum of four

engines, galloping towards the direction of Bai’s house from far and

near.
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